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Introduction

I

t seems that just yesterday
we were celebrating New
Year 2017 in our close-knit
SSE Riga family. Who could
even imagine that time flies
so fast? Only a few weeks left
from today until you notice
that the year in your calendar
changed. The new year will bring
new challenges, new opportunities,
new acquaintances and, of course,
the next, 24th Board of the Student
Association. The whole idea of the
SA is somewhat magical. In 1994, it
was designed as a basement for the
students to express their opinion.
And from that time every Student
Association piece by piece, layer
by layer has expanded and built a
beautiful, powerful house. Indeed,

it is not a simple task not to let the
house fall. It needs continuous support from all the students who live
there. That is why the mission of the
Student Association is not just empty words. The student body is created to unite and represent members
and provide an environment for
their development. By the time you
spend the first months in SSE Riga,
you felt how close and supportive
its community is. You thought that
the whole environment pushes you
to the limit and always keeps you
away from a comfort zone. However, you also felt that someone continually cares about you, motivates
you and there is someone you can
rely on – the Student Association.
We created many amazing things

during this year with your help and
trust. The Student Association 2017
would like to thank all of you for
working hard this year, trusting us
and showing your support. It was
our pleasure and privilege to be a
part of something big, to work together with talented students and
to strive towards excellence with
you. Our journey ends here letting
a new incredible journey begin. The
layer called the 23rd Student Association has been added to a house.
Now it is your time to enhance the
building.

Sincerely yours,
The SA 2017
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Presidential Couple

Dainis Bass
President

2017 in general
First of all, we would like to say
Thank You to everyone who has
been supporting us, as well as
trusting us throughout this challenging, yet interesting and unforgettable year! Starting from the
very beginning, we have combined
best of our skills, knowledge and
experience to make as big contribution to SSE Riga community as
possible. Although the journey undoubtedly was full of challenges,
different obstacles and unforeseen
surprises, we believe that our team
got through all of them successfully and truly professionally. In fact,
we can honestly call our team the
dream-team, because these people
devoted themselves for the projects and performed their tasks by
the highest standards.
Regarding the general projects and
tasks of 2017 themselves, we decided to divide them into six different
areas of work. These areas were:
cooperation with the administration, awareness of the SA outside
SSE Riga, enhancement of the inter4

Endijs Bernics
vice-president

nal processes and legal matters, adjustment to the students’ interests,
financial stability, and continuity.

Cooperation with the
administration
We believe that strong communication and collaboration with the
administration of SSE Riga are essential for efficient execution of
many student-related projects in
the school. Therefore, throughout
the year we have paid substantial
attention to this subject. Countless
meetings and discussions with the
rector, as well as other members of
the administration on every level,
ensured that the majority of projects carried out by both the school
and the SA brought an additional
value for the students. In fact, it has
already proven itself that when the
SA and the administration combine
their forces together, some truly
magnificent things can be done.
Besides, the SA has helped the administration to gather the students’
opinion on varieties of issues, which

has been and will be crucial for a
successful resolvement of them. We
believe that such communication
link is definitely beneficial for the
students and we hope that future
boards will only built upon it.

Raising the awareness of the SA
Although the SA has always been
well-known among the students
of SSE Riga and its partners, the
general recognition of the SA outside the SSE Riga community could
have been improved. Consequently, we saw a great potential in it
and continued the vision of the SA
2016 of “taking the name of the SA
outside the walls of the school”.
During 2017, we have developed a
cooperation with Exupery International School in Latvia regarding
an educational project for highschool students, where volunteers
from SSE Riga participate in the
organisation of it. We believe that
such projects bring additional value both for our students, providing
them some new opportunities, and

for other communities. Additionally, we have sustained and improved
the communication with student
associations of other universities.
As a result, the name of the SA has
become better known for outer
public, which could help to attract
potential students for the school in
the future.

Enhancing the internal
processes and legal matters
The events and projects seen by the
students are by far not the only part
of the SA. In fact, the biggest part of
the mechanism is usually hidden,
and this part is the internal processes. From the very beginning of the
year we have invested a substantial
effort in making the SA gears run
as smooth as possible, and therefore we did our best to improve
communication flow on every level
and make everyone instructed on
how finance-related aspects must
be performed. As a consequence,
we were able to improve the quality and the preparation process
of the SA events, while a constant
collaboration with the Cooperation
Council helped to achieve a better
information flow among the organisations. What is more, we have also
built upon the cooperation with the
SA legal partner Cobalt. Together
we have been working on the improvements of the SA legal matters,
including the articles, and making
the SA operations comply with future jurisdictions of Latvia.

Adjustment to the students’
interests
As the goal of the SA is to act in the
interests of students and make their
student life better, it is crucial to
know what exactly students prefer.
Bearing in mind that the SA is more
than two decades old, the skeleton of many events and traditions
has been created many years ago.
However, the society is constantly
changing, so precisely sticking to
everything as it has always been
may not be the best idea. Even the
famous Latvian poet Rainis once

said, “the one who is going to last
is the one who is going to change”.
Therefore, we have done our best to
make sure everything what we do
benefits the current interests of the
students - from adjusting the time
of events for the schedule to updating some traditions and concepts,
without throwing the historical value away. Besides, a great helping
hand came from the Class of 2017 –
after involving the SA in the discussion, they decided to help our students’ dream of a warm lobby come
true by purchasing heaters!

Financial stability
Practically none of the main projects and activities of the SA are
possible without substantial financial resources, thus it is paramount
for the SA to sustain and constantly
develop this area. Besides carefully
planning our budget for the year, in
2017 we have continued and built
upon the cooperation with both
our General Partners - Deloitte and
McCann, which was first professionally started by the SA 2016, as
well as our Golden Partner AdForm.
To make sure that the cooperation
will be sustained also in the future,
all the companies have been presented with the long-term vision of
the partnership, and some general
future schedule has already been
developed. In addition to that,
throughout the year we have built
strong communication links with
some other companies, so in the
nearest future SSE Riga students
may see new partners supporting
the SA and providing opportunities
for them.

make sure that the next board continues the started work and leads
the projects to the end as efficiently
as possible. Therefore, the board of
2017 has developed a strategy on
how the upcoming board can overtake the projects quickly and successfully, as well as updated some
takeover instructions. Additionally,
without any doubt we will make
sure we help them to get acquainted with their positions and always
be open to questions. By this we
hope to make it easier for the next
board to continue the on-going
projects and bring the additional
value for students as soon as possible.

Some of the
accomplishments
of the year:
●improved cooperation with
the administration
●making the SA more
recognisable outside SSE Riga
●providing vital support for
the FE takers
●making the lobby a cosier
place
●updating the official SA
articles

Continuity

●bringing back the lockers

Even though a year in the office with
demanding responsibilities and
challenging projects is not an easy
task and requires a lot of work to be
done, sometimes it feels like those
12 months are not enough. By saying this, we mean that some projects of the SA are long-term or take
more time to execute. Consequently, it is of crucial importance to

●introducing a new
temporary committee –
Christmas Committee
●new events like Chill-out
evening and Scavenger hunt
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Business committee

Senior Associates:

Junior Associates:

Aleksandrs Rorbahs
Domas Bartuševičius
Edvarts Endziņš
Kristaps Muciņš
Kristīne Paegle
Lauris Krasovskis
Marta Fišere

Emīls Pauls Eglītis
Enija Gulbe
Genādijs Smirnovs
Jekaterina Scemeleva
Kirill Romanov
Mora Brauna
Nikita Cikaluks
Nils Dobrājs
Roberts Kampe
Santa Šauere
Viktors Zubarevičs

Krišs cērpiņš

business committee chairperson

Foodraising
The previous Business Committee
had taken foodraising to a superb
level. Our goal for this year was to
keep them at the same level and, if
possible, look for new, unexpected
ways to surprise students. It is not
an easy task to do, especially if you
have three to five events happening
every month. We believe that we
managed to achieve this goal and
expanded the horizons of what we
think “Foodraising” is. Some of the
most interesting metrics are 1000 L
of various types and brands of beer,
936 cans of RedBull and 2 Pancars during Days of Opportunities,
which were located in the school’s
yard. Furthermore, we put especially big emphasis on helping out our
students who were struggling with
Financial Economics by ensuring
that they have healthy snacks to
grab during breaks. Additionally, to
keep in check with the motto of the
Student Association “Study hard,
party hard,” we expanded our discount options for various bars and
cafes in the Old City.

Fundraising
This year the SA set out on a journey with two General Partners –
Deloitte Latvia and McCANN Riga.
We are pleased to say, that we see
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this cooperation continue for years
to come. Not only are they sharing
their knowledge about their specific industries or providing ways to
learn more in workshops, but also
supporting our students, who excel
academically by offering several
scholarships, each worth 500 Euros.
Furthermore, the SA has worked on
new ways to streamline communication processes between our Partners and us. This has been achieved
by more structural planning and
putting together interests from
multiple parties to find the most efficient approach.
H o w e v e r,
the team still believes that there is
work to be done in this sphere by
the next chair.

Projects and Activities
For the second year in a row Business Committee organized “Fundraiser Training” for Junior Associates with the help of Guntars
Logins. During the training, which
was divided into two parts, participants covered basic concepts
of sales and how to apply them to
their sales calls. Taking into account
previous year’s suggestions and observations, a much more significant
emphasis was put on the practical
part, namely roleplays and how to
handle different rebuttals that stu-

dents might face.
Besides that, the majority of the
Guest Lectures and all Networking
events that the Student Association organizes involves direct work
of the Business Committee. One of
such was, right before the summer
break arrived. We had a fantastic
Networking event at the McCANN
Riga premises, where 35 students
had the chance to discuss various
topics with McCANN’s team. Furthermore, in December, together
with Leif Muten Society, Business
Committee organized the “Networking Social” evening for most
involved and best-performing students. There are a couple of more
events coming at the beginning of
next semester as well, so keep your
eyes open and look for new opportunities!
However, the most significant event
organized by Business Committee
for many years know is the annual
“Boat Trip.” This year, we managed
to achieve a record number of participants - 300 students from 20
different countries gathered on the
wonderful “Isabelle” fairy to sail the
rough seas to Stockholm and back.
We are proud to say that this was
the largest “Boat Trip” thus far. Because of that, the team was always
on the lookout for new ways to create a more efficient workflow.

education committee

Managers:

Junior Associates:

Events - Adele Ramelyte
Activities - Andriana
Neamtu
Projects - Artyom
Semianchuk

Agnese Blūmane
Darya Pakala
Elizabete Gause
Linda Kamola
Marta Metuzāle
Mihail Ceres
Mora Brauna
Patrīcija Benislvska
Rustam Batyrau
Sviatlana Lomats

Senior Associates:

Anete Krista Jansone
Darya Senkevich
Laura Gundega
Kristapsone
Līva Bileskalne
Palina Tember
Reinis Frēlihs
Simona Alksne
Veranika Khilko
Žygimantas
Marcinkevičius

Elīna Jekale

Education committee chairperson
This year the Education Committee worked on changing the image
of the committee. More emphasis
was put on events that resulted in
10 events all together of which four
were completely new.

Activities
Elīna and Andriana were a part of
Evaluation committee created by
the administration. Together with
Anete Pajuste, Xavier Landes and
Nicolas Gavoille compromises have
been found regarding evaluations
and their content. Mid-term evaluations were regarded as a valuable
tool that must be implemented
and that must be mandatory. Core
course evaluation questions have
been updated.
Mandatory core course evaluations were maintained. More than
30 course evaluations were gathered, summarized, and analysed.
New system for mid-term evaluations has been established with
evaluations being created in Google Forms. The system for elective
course evaluations has also been
changed. Instead of sending evaluations for electives at the end of the
semester, they will now be sent out
after each elective course exam.
Preparatory sessions for two re-examination periods were arranged.

Events
Three main events of the year
were organized: Exchange experience sharing, Internship experience sharing and Alumni Careers.
Alongside three major events, few
smaller ones were organized. From
now on Tea Time with Morten is
the responsibility of the Education
Committee. A new event Scavengers Hunt was introduced where
participants get tasks they have to
do while searching for certain places in Riga. The event was a high
success and it was organized twice.
In collaboration with RGSL Trivia
night was organized. Together with
Sports Committee Game night is
planned with Education Committee
being responsible for board games.

Projects
Education Committee’s projects
were finalised. Work on Internship and Exchange databases is in
process. This year new mentoring
program was introduced. Alongside Alumni-Mentor Program,
Student-Mentor program was introduced. In the new mentoring
program Y2 and Y3 students are
mentoring Y1s, around 50 mentee-mentor pairs were put together. For the Alumni-Mentor Program
around 90 mentee-mentor pairs

were put together.
Student Material Storage has been
maintained. Annual calculator purchase has been done.

Team
All of the above mentioned would
not have happened without my
amazing team. This Education Committee had a record high number of
guys in the committee – 3. Besides
3 amazing guys the Committee was
blessed with 9 hardworking girls.
Later, 10 junior associates joined
the team. My team successfully
moved towards changing the image
of the Education committee. More
responsibilities were passed on associates and together we achieved
remarkable group dynamics that
the Education Committee has not
experienced before us.
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event committee

Senior Associates:

Junior Associates:

Darya Senkevich
Davit Ubilava
Debora Rivkina
Gytis Juškys
Iulia Sorocan
Ivars Vilde
Jekaterina Polovnikova
Kārlis Stēga
Kristine Paegle
Krišjānis Oskerko
Marius Onofrei
Anastasiya Barbarenko
Rēzija Enika
Rudolfs Strazds
Diāna Kuzmina

Luka Akhalshenishvili
Santa Šauere
Sorina Solonaru
Antons Remezs
Bogdans Vasilecs
Valerija Verdiņa
Katerina Sovevtnikova
Kirils Romanovs
Julija Jefanova
Līva Toka

mihails hruscovs

event committee chairperson
This year was full of ups and downs
for everybody in SSE Riga. The goal
of Event committee was to make
people forget about their problems,
debts and upcoming deadlines for
at least one night. Event Committee team successfully organized 10
amazing parties. This is the best feeling to see hundreds of people dancing and having fun and then leaving
the party with the smile on their face.

FAMILY
Nothing can be done without amazing team that has become a family
during this year. So many hours
spent on making “virtenes”, so
many crazy ideas and dedication to
what they were doing. Each associate made the tremendous contribution into preparations. Thanks to
all of them for making these parties
come true.

Takeover On Fire
This year’s Takeover was very special.
Bringing back what was so beloved
by students made this Takeover one
of the best parties during the year. Of
course, not only performance of out
presidential couple made this night
special – pole dancers performance
made everyone set the right mood
for the night, El Diablo competition
added a little more fire to the night,
and the dancefloor was lit.
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Graduation Party: Capone’s
Chicago

inside and outside the university
premises.

Graduation. Time for the Event
Com to shine. Having a full freedom
of actions, we decided to combine
something funny and fancy, so we
decided to make a party theme
that will show how alumni of our
school feel after graduation – gangsters. Wearing a beautiful suit, with
true leadership skills and stand
one’s ground. Quality was on top,
because organizing this party we
paid attention to every detail that
appeared: decorations, best DJ,
amazing activities and spirit that
graduates will never forget. After
the party, graduates gathered for
the last time to eat BBQ, drink beer,
sing their favorite songs and have
some nostalgic talks about their
best moment in this school.

Chill Evening

Baptizing: Back to 90’s
Baptizing is the first party for freshmen, and it must show the real spirit of our university. Everything started with amazing theme that made
everyone find their weirdest outfits
to party like it’s 1990. We decided
to warm up people by making very
special playlist with the most memorable songs of the 90’s. There were
various activities during the party:
karaoke, beerpong, BBQ corner,
free beer and amazing music both

With the initiative of the SA members, new event called “Chill Evening” was introduced. The idea is
very simple: no crazy drinking, no
loud music and active dances. Everybody need just a chilly evening
when you can make some BBQ,
drink beer, play board games and
chat with your friends after a week
of tough studies. Feedback after
the party has shown that the idea is
very good, and it has to repeat once
more.

Christmas Committee
New unofficial committee was introduced this fall. Everybody wants
to feel this warm Christmas mood,
that is why this committee was created. Chairperson of this committee
is Santa Claus, and duties of Santa’s
associates is to brighten these dark
days with something Christmassy.
Imagination is their best friend, and
the SA will support any ideas: gingerbread, warm cacao, Christmas
Tree in the lobby or decorations in
the lobby.

information committee

Senior Associates:

Junior Associates:

Palina Tember
Doina Lupu
Amanda Daudaravičiūtė
Dana Lihotina

Marta Metuzāle
Hanna Khaikina
Ganna Shakhnenka

hanna yadchanka

information committee chairperson
Following its purpose, the Information Committee has done its best
to provide all the students with the
most recent and relevant information about internal and external
changes, events, opportunities, implementations and all other variety
of things. Students were continuously updated via e-mail and Facebook, as well as the webpage of the
Student Association. Moreover, the
Information Committee has been
working on the four major projects
throughout the year.

Reports
The members of the Committee prepared the summaries of the Advisory Board Meetings and shared it with
students. Once in two months, the
Information Committee made a recap of all the things the Student Association was doing and put them in
the report which was shared with the
students afterward. Leaving printed
copies in the lobby and distributing
them, uploading the reports on the
various online resources helped to
solve the issue of raising the awareness of the reports.

The SA Feedback Surveys
The Committee believes that nothing can be achieved without a constructive feedback from involved
parties. Therefore, the Information

Committee created a feedback form
about the operations of the SA, suggestions, ideas for the future projects and sent it out. Most of the valuable suggestions were implemented
during our working period.

Sharing external opportunities
Right after any e-mail is sent to the
SA’s e-mail, we carefully read it, sort
by relevance and share it with the
students. Internship or job offer, an
invitation to conference, competition or anything else, the Information Committee made sure the letter
finds its addresser.

The Yearbook
By far the biggest and the most important project of the year was successfully completed with the support
of the previous Information and PR
Committees. This year we listened
to what the graduates wanted and
chose the topic based on their preferences. After all, the recent graduates were happy with the result and
enjoyed reading the content which
reminded them about intense three
years in SSE Riga. In addition to that,
the Farewell Messages from the lecturers and administration, pictures,
addressed to a particular graduate,
and the spare sheets for signatures
were introduced.

The Newcomers Guide
Aiming to provide the freshers
with an introduction to the various
school’s processes which were soon
to become a routine, the Information Committee, in collaboration
with the PR Committee, updated
the information as well as added
some clarification regarding significant rules, useful phone numbers
essential for each student to stay
alive, as well as offered to start their
year with listing their first tasks and
deadlines in a structured calendar.

Summer Opportunities Project
In cooperation with AIESEC, the Information Committee developed a
road-map of various camps, volunteering opportunities, and summer
schools around the whole world as
an alternative to a traditional office
summer internship.

The Media Project
The project is meant to create
awareness about SSE Riga and the
Student Association in the outside
world. The project with Country
Managers was launched. We wrote
a small blog and articles about the
current students on the pages in social media. Moreover, an article-tour
about SSE Riga was published on
one of the top educational portals in
Belarus - “Aducacija.info”.
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it committee

Senior Associates:

Junior Associates:

Valts Feldbergs
Kristaps Muciņš

Sveta Lomats
Olegs Skripniks

Henrijs Lejiņš

it committee chairperson
This fall surprised the IT Committee
with multiple skilled and driven junior associates, who were able to
help on numerous projects during
the last months.

Support
As every year, supporting other
Committees and organizations
with consultations, website maintenance and assisting in various
events was a significant part of the
IT committee’s work. This support
included helping out:
●The SA;
●Days of Opportunities;
●Investment Fund;
●180 Degrees Consulting;
●Junior Peak Time;
●Peak Time;
●Entrepreneurship Support Center;
●Explorers Summer School;
●School’s administration,including
Centre for Media Studies.
Meanwhile, other organizations
didn’t require any help from the IT
Committee.

Charger box
After only just a few months of utilizing the charger box a lot of cables were destroyed and therefore
needed replacing. In addition to
replacing broken Lightning and
standard Micro-USB cables, the
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new standard of Micro-USB Type-C
cables was introduced as well.

Events
During the Summer Symposium,
IT Committee organized a CS tournament started by the previous IT
Committee for the sportsmen to be
able to show their skills in e-sports
as well. Also, a board game night is
planned for December, to continue
yet another event started by the
previous IT.COM.

Internal projects
After the centralization of websites,
which was carried out by the previous two IT Committees, and various issues regarding missing bills,
a new type of consolidation was
required. Over a couple of months,
domains of multiple organizations
were transferred from various domain providers to a single one to
make it effortless in the future to
make any domain setting changes
or oversee unpaid bills.
Also, IT Committee’s password
management was re-organized and
migrated to a more convenient way
to login to websites, while keeping
the same level of security.

iFund’s Investment Game

At the beginning of the website of

the DNB Investment Game, which
is organized by the iFund, was completely overhauled to make it more
intuitive to browse, as well as to update to a design that follows modern design trends.

Internship database
Due to the fact that a few things
weren’t working correctly small improvements in the internship were
required in addition to adding extra
information for existing entries in
the database. As of today, we are
awaiting data from the Education
Committee to update the database
with internships in summer 2017.

Association.lv statistics:
compared to last year

-22.92%
sessions overall

+18.42%

pages viewed per session

+14.19%

average session duration

PR committee

Senior Associates:

Junior Associates:

Doina Lupu
Artyom Semianchuk
Roberts Pauls Eglitis
Debora Basja Rivkina
Jekaterina Polkovnikova
Diana-Vlada Dragancea
Anna Marija Junkere
Yuliya Kazhan

Arturs Simanovskis
Sorina Sofia Solonaru
Ilya Dotsenko
Gabriela Uncu
Anastasija Katkevica
Felicia Istrati

nicoleta barba

pr committee chairperson

The PR Committee has been quite
active this year!
When it comes to event visuals,
many posters and Facebook covers
were created. This year, we have
combined both standard formats
and the Graphics Interchange Format to create more interactive and
attention-grabbing posts. Besides
that, together with the Event Committee, we worked on the details
for each event – created special
themed raffle tickets and bottle labels.
The Committee has worked very
hard to capture all the important
moments this year through photos
for all events and professional quality videos for each of the main ones.
One of the published promotional
videos was a special video depicting the parties at SSE Riga, which
has been watched for a total of over
1K minutes.
Regarding the inner work of the SA,
we have updated the design of the
official SA stamp, Business Cards,
as well as improved the quality of
our corporate gifts.
The PR Committee has been collaborating mostly with the Event,
Sports, Education and Business
Committee on making sure that
students stay aware of different
opportunities and events as well
as keeping partners and sponsors

aware of our projects and achievements.
Other collaborations include the
organizations which are under the
umbrella of the SA - IFund, Leif
Muten Society, JeJoue, Days of Opportunities, 180DC and ESC. This includes helping out with their event
visuals, posters as well as photoshoots.
The main goal of this year was to
preserve the already established
brand image of the SA, maintain
the high quality of visuals but also
combine that with the interests and
expectations of our target audience
– students at SSE Riga and create
visuals which would be appealing
and interesting for them.

#SSERPEOPLE
Using our most in-formal communication channel – Instagram, we
have tried to maintain students
aware of the talents studying with
us. It has been created with the purpose of showcasing the diversity of
our community and bring students
closer together!

UNIVERISTY LIFE
This project has been created this
year in collaboration with the student magazine, The Insider. Since
the magazine is published every

two months, it is a great way to
show more insight into student life
and the social development of our
community, sharing personal experiences of what are considered “the
best years of one’s life”!

CHILL OUT EVENING
With great help from the SA’s Chief
Accountant, the Chill Out Evening
was organized by the PR Committee
together with the Event Committee.
The event was created during one
of the more academically intense
periods of the year, and had the
purpose of creating a relaxed and
cozy environment with live music
and board games, as a small retreat
for the students.

TEAM
The PR Committee team formed a
quite large family this year, with 8
Senior associates and 6 Junior Associates! Their help was very crucial for the proper functioning of
the Committee, be it either through
creating event visuals, taking photos and videos during events or
updating the Instagram profile!
Through the efforts of the PR Committee team, we managed to create
a more vibrant life here at SSE Riga!
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sports committee

Senior Associates:

Junior Associates:

Vakhtang Ivechiani
Valts Feldbergs
Davis Vasilevskis
Mikus Alberts

Valters Apfelbaums
Ricards Kraupsa
Lasha Mtchedlishvili
Justs Patmalnieks
Antons Remezs
Marks Silins

oskars daugavvanags-vanags
sports committee chairperson

If you are studying in SSE Riga most
likely you have experienced the toll
that long study hours can have not
only on one’s body, but also mind.
The Sports Committee’ s mission
is to enrich student life with exercise and sports related recreational
events, regenerating student energy and providing non-formal atmosphere for networking.
Weekly practices offer regular exercise opportunities to fulfill these
goals. Some minor changes, like
reducing football practice frequency, change of practice captains and
replacement of the yoga instructor
have been made, however no major
changes in the schedule have been
enacted due to satisfactory attendance levels.

yond our own community.
Firstly, the we have participated
in smaller one-time tournaments.
This year we have participated in
two Mini Football tournaments between Latvian universities as well
as the first ever Latvian Waterpolo
championship.
Secondly, the school is represented
by two sports teams, which compete in Latvian Enthusiast leagues
throughout the study year. In addition to the existing floorball team,
which triumphed in their league in
Spring, a basketball team consisting of both the school’s students
and alumni has been assembled.
This was made possible by redistributing the saved funds from reducing football practice frequency.

External competitions

Internal Events

SSE Riga sports teams have continued to increase their involvement
in external competitions in several
sports disciplines. The main goal
of these competitions is to support the recreational cause stated
previously, with students employing the skills gained in the weekly
practices. Additionally, the involvement serves a practical purpose
as through these competitions the
SSE Riga name is represented be-

The third major pillar of the Sports
committee are internal sports
events for the school’s students and
alumni. There are multiple traditional events like ice hockey, paintball and foosball tournaments,
which continue to attract enthusiasts and have proved as viable
activities for the enjoyment of our
community. The two events that
stand out from others are Summer
Symposium and Olympic Games.
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Summer Symposium
is one of the largest events organized by the Student Association
attracting around 300 students
and alumni each year. To increase
the options of involvement more
activities were added to the event.
In the main competition, volleyball
was divided by male and female
teams, to expand the female participant contribution. Further on, new
side-activities like arm-wresling
and bubble football were added as
attractions. To provide a qualitative
lookback on the event as well as
to add another selling point to the
event’s sponsors a video was created and displayed on the SA social
medial accounts.

Olympic Games
The previously established cooperation between our school and RBS
was continued when organizing the
Olympic Games. The sports disciplines were modified to prevent a
tie in the competition, which thanks
to our skilled athletes resulted in a
victory for the home court.

alumni cordinator

elizabete dikmane
alumni cordinator

Alumni Corrdinator is intended
to be the bridge between the students and the alumni of SSE Riga.
Throughout the year various Alumni networking events and meetups take place, however the focus
of this letter is to the matters that
directly influence the student life
and quality of education. Right after taking over the position, a new
project called Days of Ambassadors took place on February-March.
During the project we reached out
to Aumni and encouraged them to
go back to their high-schools, meet
students and tell them about why
SSE Riga was the best choice for
them. More than 20 Alumni together with current SSE Riga students
visited their schools. On the other hand, we prepared a new-type
of social meadia campaign called
Achieve Today that was targeted
directly to teenagers. The exciting
process of filming involved many
students and even faculty staff.
The social media campaign took
place on the same week as most
of the presentations did. Overall
the campaign was successful and
received a significant attention on
social media. However, this was a
pilot-project for a much larger idea
that the Board of Alumni Association holds. In the future, Alumni

want to be Engaged in the process
of attracting the best students and
they want to do it in a meaningful
and direct way. Moreover, given the
wide-spread stereotype which insists that education abroad is necessarily a better choice, it is crucial
that Alumni can be real examples of
how to achieve a lot by graduating
from a university in our region.
The annual Cocktails with Alumni
took place right after the graduation. Alumni Association is very
interested in maintaining the high
engagement level and ensuring
its successors, therefore the fresh
graduates were warmly welcomed
to enjoy conversations, drinks and
to sign the traditional Oath.
Spring season was also the time to
conclude the fundraising process.
In total 216 000 EUR were fundraised, which has been the highest
amount so far. 26 SSE Riga students
received their scholarships and we
can also be proud for various agreements with important corporate
donors such as Rimi and SEB Bank
who are interested in establishing
a long-term commitment to the
scholarship programme.
For the Fall season, the most important events are Alumni Forum
and Presidents’ Dinner. This year
both events took on November 3rd

and more than 40 students were
involved in advertising campaign
and volunteering. What is more,
we had the chance to invite approximately 50 of the most active
organization members to listen
to the Alumni Forum and we were
happy to see that they were able to
hear internationally-acknowledged
speakers, engage in discussion and
network with the Alumni. On the
other hand, Presidents’ Dinner was
again a huge success and the charity auction resulted in 12000 EUR for
scholarships.
Besides that, the Alumni-Student Mentoring program has been
launched and the newly elected
board is developing it to foster a
stronge and more meaningful relationships between the students
and Alumni.
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chief accountant

Junior Associates:
Adrija Voiciša
Daniels Zilberts

klinta marta kasarenoka
chief accountant

During this year, the SA managed to make a turnover
of 82 000 EUR. Together with other organizations, the
total turnover was almost 150 000 EUR. In comparison
to last year, improvements in the Balance Sheet can be
seen; last year the turnover of the SA was 73 000 EUR
and total turnover was 140 000 EUR. The most significant share of the turnover was made up of the biggest
events organized by the SA – the Christmas Ball, Graduation, and Homecoming. Apart from parties, a significant share has been given to other events, such as
Newcomers Camp and the Boat Trip, which had comparatively large individual outputs.

Cash flow

Turnover

As one can see from the chart, the SA has the most significant share of the total turnover (55.4%). If compared
with the previous year (51%), the SA has increased its
share significantly this year. As usual, Days of Opportunities had the second largest turnover (16.8%), followed by Debate Society (14.8%) and iFund (5.6%).
This year Debate Society organized debate tournament
Riga Open that significantly increased their turnover
and moved iFund to the third place.
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By taking a look at the cash flows of the SA, one can
observe the revenues being continuously larger than
the expenses in the first half of the year, due to attracting new partner-Exupery International School. Later in
the year, especially in May, the expenses increased significantly due to the costs of Graduation. The highest
point in August represents NCC and Baptizing. However, In October a significant peak is reached for both, expenses and revenues. Additionally, the revenues overstepped the expenses. This can be explained by the
incoming money from the general sponsors and Boat
Trip taking place. In November both, the expenditure
and the revenues were still quite significant due to one
of the biggest events of the year taking place - Homecoming party. Overall, the SA’s balance is positive and
growing every single year for the last couple of years.
The Board projects to leave the same amount of money for the start of the next Board as it was done by the
previous Board.

vision council
Members of the council:
The acting presidential couple:

Socially active student:

Dainis Bass
Endijs Bernics

Elizabete Dikmane

Three previous presidents:

Two alumni:

Ingus Zeļenkovs
Diāna Lāce
Ernests Bordāns

Zane Čulkstēna
Māris Simanovičs

It has already been three years since
the SA’s Vision Council – an advisory body for the SA Board – had - officially started operating. The Vision
Council was established with an
official students’ vote during the
SA’s General Meeting of 2014. The
role of the Vision Council is to ensure continuity and sustained longterm development in the Student
Association and make sure that the
SA Board’s decisions are made in
the best interests of students. The
Vision Council achieves that by organising meetings with the freshly
elected SA Board to pass on existing
strategy, plans, knowledge, contacts, projects, and set new Committee-specific goals. The value of
the Vision Council lies in the people
that constitute it and that have the
right background, experience and
mindset for advising the Student
Association. The Vision Council consists of one socially active SSE Riga
student (chosen by the Council annually), two former SA presidents,
two alumni representatives and the
acting SA Presidential couple. The
two alumni representatives in 2017
were Māris Simanovičs and Zane
Čulkstēna. Zane Čulkstēna (Class
of 2003) is a board member of the
Alumni Association, former SSE
Riga SA President, she holds master’s degree from Columbia Univer-

sity, she is one of the most socially
renowned promoters of NGOs activity in Latvia and has professional
experience in fundraising. Māris Simanovičs (Class of 2001, the Vision
Council Leader) is the President of
the Alumni Association, one of the
most successful SSE Riga alumnus
- entrepreneur, owning and managing several large-size companies, a
venture capital fund and is one of
the largest donators for SSE Riga
students’ scholarships. Having this
very competent and enthusiastic
team, the Vision Council was able to
successfully continue its operation
throughout 2017. There were two
Council meetings in 2017 – one with
Alumni Association representatives
and one official meeting with three
previous SA presidents. The issues
on which the Council worked during
the meetings in 2017 included: discussing the general plan of the year,
discussing the Alumni involvement
into our students’ lives (Alumni
Scholarships, alumni involvement
in school’s promotion, internship
opportunities, Alumni events), adjusting long-term strategy of the
SA, as well as sharing the experience and knowledge with the newly elected board in order to make
their projects more successful. In
addition, together with the Vision
council, the position of Alumni Co-

ordinator (introduced by the SA
2016) has been adjusted, bearing in
mind previous experience. This way
the cooperation between Student
Association and Alumni Association
reached a whole new level. Some of
the examples could be the promotional video for the school created
in the beginning of the year, as well
as broad participation of SSE Riga
students in the Alumni events. To
conclude, the Vision Council has
proved to be a useful tool for creating new initiatives and uniting the
students, alumni, and the school.
The Vision Council will continue to
operate in a similar manner, and it
is looking forward to meeting the
new SA Board of 2018.
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January-March
January

Introduction of SA17 to the administration
In the early January, the newly elected board of the Student Association presented their future vision of the organization to the administration and staff of SSE Riga.
Each chairperson gave an insight into the planned projects and talked about the future of the committee. The
presidential couple introduced the general vision and
ideas which were about to implement.

January 23

Exchange Experience Sharing
The opening event of the semester was the Exchange
Experience Sharing event which happened at the end of
January. Recently returned from their exchange semester, students from Year 3 shared their experience of living and studying in another country! Students not only
gained practical knowledge but also enjoyed the snacks
provided by Long Chips.

February 17

GoT Valentine Party
On the night of 17th of February, the celebration of two
massive events took place. We are now talking about
Valentine’s Day and Days of Opportunities. On the Game
of Thrones-themed Valentine’s Party, SSE Rigans participated in various activities: speed-dating, a raffle of
Trompete and PanCars gift cards and many others. The
mood for the party was set by the presence of Jägermeister people, a fully decorated lounge and great music provided by one of the best Latvian DJs – Alex-O.

February - March

Support for Y2s during FE
Support for Year 2 students is extremely important
during the difficult times of Financial Economics. During
these two months, the Student Association tried to help
Year 2 students stay positive and focused in order for
them to successfully finish the course. Home-made waffles, Karums curd snacks, meat pies, Redbulls and “SunCrisp” carrots were provided.

March 4

Students vs Alumni Hockey Tournament
Another chance for students to take down the Alumni,
only this time it happened on the ice rink. A friendly
sports competition that brought together various generations to a Hockey Tournament. Alumni got to share
their wisdom with the new generation and have some
fun on the rink.
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March-may
AIESEC, the world’s largest non-government organization and an SSE Riga partner since this year, kindly visited
our fellow students to present what it is all about: young
people around the world trying to make a difference.
Teaching English in Brazil, reducing poverty in Thailand,
running a socially-oriented business in Indonesia… So
many countries, so many opportunities to travel, work,
educate, and volunteer. SSE Rigans were taken on a tour
around all of the options available globally and locally
to become a leader of tomorrow - with AIESEC.

March 9

One Day Around the World (AIESEC)

On the last day of March, the Takeover party took place.
It was time for students to properly welcome the Student
Association board of 2017 and enjoy some time with the
board of 2016. During the night, the El Diablo competition took place. The past and current board members
were challenged to compete in doing extreme tasks.
As Financial Economics ended, our friends from Year 2
could finally enjoy themselves and party hard with their
fellow Y1s and Y3s!

March 31

Takeover on Fire

SSE Rigans find a reason to celebrate even when there
is none. An evening of relaxation, good music and food
when students chilled out and played some board
games. The delicious barbeque was one of the highlights of the evening.

May 3

Chill out evening

The middle of May opened new possibilities for the
growth and development of the Student Association.
The Student Association 2017 visited Stockholm to get
to know the Student Association of SSE better and discuss future projects and events.

May 12

Meeting with SASSE

Three generations of Morten’s students were able
to meet their beloved lecturer and have all of those
non-economics questions answered while drinking tea
and tasting desserts. Being the last time for year-ones
to see Morten talking in front of them and near-farewell
lecture for year-threes, almost on the threshold of leaving, Tea time with Morten was a little bit sad, but in compensation richly sprinkled with jokes, stories and memories – never to be forgotten, which cannot be said, let’s
say, about Slutsky decomposition.
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May 18

Tea time with Morten

may-june
May 19

Movie night sponsored by Cesu alus
Another year, another great movie night! Focused
around the 2016 Oscars, the night revealed the best
movies of the year on the projector, while those who
preferred entertainment through participation competed in an exciting beer pong competition.

May 27

Bottomline Summer Symposium
One of biggest sports events that gathers the graduates
and the students from SSE Riga for a little friendly competition. Sports lovers got a chance to show off their
skills while others cheered them on and had some family fun. Good music, wonderful weather and great people: that’s what you could have found at the Summer
Symposium.

May 30

Trivia night
How many students came to SSE from abroad, but how
many of them actually know something about the country hosting them, its culture and people? Thanks to Education Committee, who prepared such a captivating
activity, some 20-30 people more. During Trivia night
plenty of questions were asked, trivial to the locals’
mind and quite challenging for others. Mass of knowledge and fun were shared, the winners rewarded with
doughnuts and cheers and all of the attendants with delicious pizzas and warm atmosphere of an evening spent
in a culturally diverse community.

June 3-4

Graduation party: Capone’s Chicago+BBQ
This year’s graduation party threw us right back into the
1920’s - Capone’s Chicago. Beads, feathers, suits and
hats all swinging around in the midst of jazz and not-so
jazz music. The final party for Year 3’s included sharing
of memories, experiences, awards and embraces followed by a long night of dancing.

June 14

Scavenger Hunt
New students got a chance to know each other better
through a scavenger hunt across Riga’s Old Town. The
winners got tickets to the Escape room so that they
could continue their adventure together.

June 21

Paintball Tournament
Being the last event of the academic year, paintball tournament gave our students a chance to let the tiredness
and stress out! With the help of Sports Committee, united teams of 6 people were involved in a friendly competition. At the end of the day, students had a lot of fun and
were all covered in paint.
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august-september
Traditionally the new Year 1’s were introduced with the
life of a true SSE Rigan - they were already familiar with
the fact that studying was hard, but partying, surprisingly, turned out to be hard as well. New friendships were
built, first gossips came up, and many people faced
their fears and jumped off a hoist kindly sponsored by
McCann. Given the fact that the freshly made students
consumed many cups of beer and bottles of Hektors,
not much of the night is remembered, and maybe that
is for the best.

August 19 - 20

Newcomers Camp

Nothing ties better, then exploring bars of the Old Town
together, right? That’s why our lovely compadres divided the newcomers into groups and guided them through
this wonderful journey. Volunteers (and not always volunteers) completed different tasks in each of the bars
and had a chance to win special prize from McCann. And
in the end, all roads for SSE Rigan’s lead to Shot Café,
where the strongest ones continued the party. Due to
ethical reasons, quite few pictures from this event are
available.

August 25

Pub Tour

What can be better than a party at SSE? Nothing of
course. And that’s the thing Y1 realised at Baptising party on the 1st September. The party started at about 9 pm
with Barbeque and Beer Pong, where everybody got a
lot of fun. Later, when doors to SSE opened, the dance
time began. Lots of people were ready to hit the dance
floor, the other found their talent in singing karaoke. So,
everybody had a lot of fun and Y1 discovered real SSE
parties.

September 1

Baptizing: Back to the 90s

On the first day of September, Year 1 students were introduced to all the organizations SSE Riga has. After the
short presentations and follow-up Q&A session in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere, everyone found something to their liking!

September 1

Introduction to organizations

This year students witnessed a unique event - the creation of the new organization. SAEx is the result of the
cooperation between the Student Association and Exupery School. SSE Rigans have an outstanding opportunity to participate in building a society almost from
scratch!
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Early Semptember

Introduction of SAEx

september-october
September 4

McCann Guest Lecture
The fourth of September became very practical for students since Kristaps Siliņš came to his alma mater to talk
about his experience and the Strategy of No. Kristaps is
one of the former Student Association’s presidents and
an outstanding SSE Riga graduate that founded McCann
and White Label, which have become very successful
over the years. The lecture gave insights about decision
making in the workplace, his path to success and much
more!

September 4

Chat with the SA
Chat with the SA was the beginning of our journey to the
SA organizations. There were represented all the permanent committees, where we could apply to become a Junior Associate. Every person could find there something
that will better suit personal tastes and interests. After
the event, Y1 stayed in thoughts, asking themselves
which committees will be better to develop their capacity.

September 11

Deloitte Guest Lecture
Deloitte guest lecture happened on September 11. The
Soros auditorium was full of bright minds who came to
learn about what the S-curve is and how do companies
survive and fail over time. Kristīne Jarve, a professional
in this field, not only gave useful theoretical background
but also brought real-life examples of how professional
service firms such as Deloitte managed to stay afloat.

September 20

Scavenger Hunt
Y1’s were getting used to SSE being challenging and
during Scavenger Hunt our birdies were challenged
even more! The teams of 4 were running around Riga’s
center and solving tricky tasks prepared by Education
Committee especially for them. They say that everyone
had a good time and the winning team got tickets to Escape Room to enjoy more mindwrecking activities.

October 2

SSER vs Rbs olympic games
SSE Rigans are deep not only in their studies and parties,
but we are also very sportive people. Besides Sports
Committee, we have Olympic Games against Riga Business School, where you can beat your rivals in 7 different
disciplines. SSE won 4 of them, which brought us a victory on the whole. Both participants and fans enjoyed
all matches, and the end of the Olympics was celebrated
with Beer Pong in RBS.
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october

Everyone likes to get free food and beverages in parties,
right? Once again Business Committee provided lectures on how to make a fantastic first impression and
persuade companies to sponsor more events and buy
the SSE Rigans more pizza than they would actually like
to. In the following days students were given the opportunity to use their new knowledge in several workshops,
and hopefully, the students will be able to charm the
possible sponsors even more.

October 2-5

Fundraising Trainings

One of the best qualities of SSE Riga is the wide network
that can be gained here, and mentorship programs were
created so students could find out more about possible career paths and better keep up with the studies.
Students from Year 1 to executives were paired up with
Alumni mentors accordingly to their preferred careers
and hobbies, but Year 1’s were also given the opportunity to gain a mentor from Year 2 or Year 3. That means one
more friendly face in the crowd (read: lobby)!

October

Mentorship Program

Hopefully one day it will be also possible to watch a
movie on the movie night...While it is not, beer pong
tournament works, too! Teams of two people were competing against each other to gain a 50 euros worth drive
from Taxify and also to drink lots of Cēsu alus. What a
surprise, of course, SSE Rigans need a free ride home after writing an essay at school till 2 a.m. Unfortunately,
the prize was taken home by two RGSL students. Better
luck next time!

October 13

Movie night sponsored by Cesu alus

Have you already started to think about the internship?
The answer is yes, for the most of the students. On the
last week of October, students from Year 2 and Year 3
shared their experience in having an internship. In their
presentations, the speakers touched upon the most relevant questions one might have, as well as introduced
the companies and answered the arised questions.

October 24

Internship Experience Sharing

Boat Trip is one of the most famous parties at SSE Riga
because, besides visiting such a wonderful place as
Stockholm and Stockholm School of Economics, you
will have more than 15 hours to party on a ferry. We all
had plenty of fun there and everybody could participate
in different types of activities. For example, you could
join the Debate Society and enjoy Drunk Debates or if
you want to sing, JeJoue karaoke contest was a great
thing to show your talent.
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October 26-28

Boat trip

october-november
October

Fashion collection
This October, the updated fashion collection was introduced. SSE Rigans were more than welcome to purchase
an outstanding A4 notebook designed specially for
them! It includes the key facts about the school, some
motivational statistics and the high-quality paper which
will make you proud to write there.

November

Cooperation with AIESEC
This year the cooperation of the Student Association with
AIESEC reached the whole new level! After the introduction session of the largest student organization in the
world, the representatives of AIESEC shared a variety of
summer opportunities they offer. Moreover, the organization held a few leadership meet-ups in which students
from SSE Riga were involved as well. A big step in relationship between AIESEC and SSE Riga was made when the
parties signed a bilateral agreement - from now on the
volunteering and exchange programs offered by AIESEC
count as an official internship after Year 1 and Year 2.

November 2

Free Revolut Cards Giveaway
A friend of SSE Riga, Revolut came to the school premises with a magnificent idea - giving debit cards for free!
The innovative cards will for sure be practical for the students of SSE Riga.

Novermber 3

Foosball tournament
Foosball tournament gathered 32 people, which divided
in pairs and formed 16 teams. The teams were playing
playoff games for the win. After this, the Sports Committee introduced Foosball hall of fame - list of winners for
each tournament.

November 3

Invitation to Alumni Forum
On the homecoming week, the leaders of all the organizations, as well as the Board of the Student Association, were invited to participate in the Alumni Forum.
Moreover, due to a support from the Alumni Association,
the most hard-working associates of each organization
were invited. The forum gave a priceless insight into the
future of the business, provided an opportunity to listen
to the world-class speakers and enrich the knowledge in
the majority of fields in business.
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november
Students and alumni all came together to share old and
new stories alike at the Homecoming Party. The Student Association took care of the traditional Saturday’s
party, which was held in school premises and invited
to listen to a choir performance, taste some traditional
homecoming cocktails as well as enjoy exclusive live
performances of the cover bands ‘’Stockholm Syndrome’’ and “Swedish House Latvia”. Everyone had a
fantastic time reminiscing about the good old careless
times and wild getaways from the deadlines known to
come quick.

Novermber 4

Homecoming

On the first week of November, the Education Committee organized one of the most valuable events in the
whole year - Alumni careers. The students were able to
listen to a number of SSE Riga graduates talk about their
experience in job searching and career paths.

November 6

Alumni careers

Since the term of the Student Association 2017 is coming to an end, new people should take over the responsibilities! For this purpose, the Presidential Couple held
an info-session for everyone interested in running in the
elections. They answered all the questions potential
candidates had, as well as shared tips and tricks on how
to prepare for the elections.

November 10

Elections info-session

The tough schedule and continuous studies is not a
reason to forget about the upcoming holidays! A brandnew temporary Christmas committee was introduced to
raise the festive spirit of our fellows and to support the
students during the last weeks of the Autumn semester.
And of course, there can’t be another chief of the committee other than our beloved Santa Claus. Ho-ho-ho!

November 16

Christmas Committee introduced

International evening was the evening where both SSE
Rigans and exchange students had a chance to embrace
their culture and share some interesting insights about
their home countries. This year’s trip consisted of 14
countries and included dances from Kyrgyzstan, lots of
sarcasm from Finland, some potato-filled jokes from Belarus and it’s only the beginning. International evening
is also known as one of the most delicious events, as everyone had a chance to try the best national dishes from
all over the globe.
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November 24

International evening

november-december
November 26

Trip to Ziluks
Sunday, November 26, was remarkable for both SSE
Rigans and children from Zīļuks. Students had a chance
to spend time with wonderful and kind-hearted kids by
engaging in many various games and activities - making
bracelets, doing origami, playing twister and decorating
cookies with frosting and nuts. This year, the Charity
Club was proud and delighted to see the amount of donated goods and number of participants. It is needless
to say that the Zīļuks children were even more excited to
welcome the guests!

December 15

The SA Farewell Party

It is time to thank all of the associates for their precious
help during the year. The Student Association invited
the people involved in the committee to have a drink
and gave them a bag with presents.

Early December

Blood donation day
They say that sharing is caring, that’s why people at SSE
love to help to those in need. This time, The Charity Club
continued the tradition and organized annual Blood Donation Day. Many SSE Rigans were happy to explore this
opportunity and literally gave a part of themselves for a
good deed.

December 4

Game night
As the most intensive period the semester had passed,
many of us felt like having some chill. For that purpose,
Sports Committee was glad to organize Game night on
the 5th of December. Everyone had a chance to enjoy
their favorite sports and multiplayer video games, as
well as Chess and Poker for those, who’d like to spend
some time out of digital space.

December 11

General meeting
The general meeting has welcomed more than a half of
the current students. The meeting’s purpose was a recap of all the things which the Student Association accomplished during the term. Moreover, the President of
the Student Association talked about the changes in articles of the organization.
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december
The most awaited networking event of the year gathered
the brightest minds of SSE Riga and the top-companies.
After a short presentation of the companies, students
together with the representatives of the firms continued
communication in the lobby.

December 12

Networking Social

Elections is the time of getting to know the candidates
applied to the SA better. The final step in the election
process - presentations will disclose the nature of applied individuals. The whole school is starving to know
what are the plans, ideas and projects of the Student Association 2018 for the upcoming year. The presentations
will be held in 3 days, after which the voting process will
start.

December 11-14

Elections

For the last day of the semester to be as entertaining as
possible, in between the final exams and the party, all
the sports and competition lovers were invited to show
their arms’ accuracy and mastery and try their best in an
annual Bowling Tournament. Because there can never
be too many pre-parties!
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22nd of December was a day for the last event of the year
– Christmas Ball. SSE Rigans put on their best suits and
dresses and gathered in the National Library to spend a
good time.This event serves not only as sign for the end
of the semester and some well-earned rest, but also for
some significant changes. It’s the time to thank SA board
for good and productive year and greet new members of
the SA Board at midnight!

December 22

Christmas Ball

Pull-up day
At the last of week of the semester and almost last week
of the year, some SSE guys volunteered to show that not
only knowledge is power. Pull-up day was an excellent
opportunity to show strengths and flash some muscles
(which was a kind of sports motivation for one people
and of course a moment of appreciation for others).
Even though “Study hard. Party hard” is our motto, SA
encourages everyone to look for your health!
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Last week of December
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December 15

Bowling tournment

fun facts

30+

companies cooperated
this year

130

new official SA
members

~300

letters received to the
SA e-mail

8

round trips Riga-Kliģi
were taken to get all
the stuff to the NCC
26

~70%

of the original SA
articles amended

Homecoming

the most attended
party

56

new associates
acquired since
September

171 likes

the most liked
Instagram photo

296

people attended Boat
trip 2017

1.5 tons

of Venden water
consumed during the
FE

1300

A4 pages printed
for the SA projects

5+

trips made to the
dorms to store
unnecessary stuff
#thirdfloor

54

events organized

0

police arrivals

3

Rimi's made empty
with no Hektors #NCC

936

redbull cans
consumed

Thank you!
One thing we certainly can conclude about this year is that we had an opportunity to work and cooperate with
the greatest people who showed and taught us persistence, determination, and dedication. This is why we would
like to thank everyone who throughout this year contributed to the activities of the Student Association and
helped us reach these results.

All associates

Without these wonderful,
dedicated, and diligent people we
would have never been able to
bring such results.

All organisations

For building a strong brand of
the School’s students community
outside the walls of SSE Riga.

Deloitte Latvia, Adform,
McCANN Riga

For providing students with new
opportunities.

Administration and faculty
For valuable cooperation.
Anders Paalzow
Elīna Vecumniece
Jekaterina Silkalna
Edite Pauna
Dana Kumpiņa
Christopher Rieber
Dace Cīrule
Raimonds Graudiņš
Pēteris Krūmiņš
Ramona Ozoliņa
Yuri Romanenkov

Alumni association

For supporting, mentoring, collaborating, and guiding us towards
better results.
Māris Simanovičs
Tina Kukka
Zane Čulkstēna
Jānis Teteris
Taavi Einaste

Cobalt Latvia

For providing legal advice for the
SA in 2017.

The 22nd SA Board

SASSE Board 2017

For leaving the legacy and
providing us with guidance.

For a kind cooperation and
friendship.

Ingus Zeļenkovs
Gailė Andriuškevičiūtė
Artūrs Ševšeļevs
Rasa Gulbe
Krista Bulderberga
Karlīna Rita Bertulsone
Artjoms Ogorodņiks
Agnė Purlytė
Matejs Balodis
Laura Sarvuta
Stanislau Akulenka

Sofia Arnekull
Nicklas Kovamees
Sofie Eriksson
Jakob Hammarskjold
Caroline Fogelkvist
Carl Kugelberg
Fredrik Agmen
Maria Bergsten
Asmir Mahmuljin
Gustav Ale Svensson
Clarence von Rosen

Helpers and friends

For any kind of help, support, and collaboration throughout the year.
Bottomline Team
Riga Graduate School of Law
Swedish House Latvia
Daudzi Citi
Stockholm Syndrome
Kristaps Mozgirs
Marcis Gaujenietis
DJ Alex-O / Olegs Aleksejevs
Deins Kluga
Cherry Picking Deco

Ivo Liepiņš / Proserviss
Guntars Logins
Kaspars Grabovskis
Anastasiya Petrashen
Viktoryia Ahiyenka
Sandu Gisca
Elizabete Fleišmane

Editors of the General Report 2017

For making this report interesting and exciting to read.
Roberts Pauls Eglitis
Hanna Khaikina
Ganna Shakhnenka
Marta Metuzāle

Amanda Daudaravičiūtė
Palina Tember
Doina Lupu

Cooperation Council Moderator

For committed work and valuable input.
Adelina Sirbu
Diana Dragancea
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sponsors & partners
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STUDY HARD.
PARTY HARD.
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